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Introduction
The problem considered in this paper is the creation of a copy of an arbitrary LISP-type list structure without the use of a stack or any other working storage which depends on the size or complexity of the list to be copied. Apart from a fixed number of program variables, the only storage available is that occupied by the original list and the copy. Copying differs from moving a list [1] in that the original structure may not be destroyed during processing.
Algorithms for the constant workspace copying problem have been given by Lindstrom [7] and Fisher [4J Lindstrom showed how to copy an arbitrary n-cell list structure in time 0(n log n) if a mark bit is available in each cell, and in time 0(n 2 ) if there are no mark bits; both algorithms can copy into an arbitrary list of available cells. Fisher's algorithm takes only linear time and needs no mark bits, but makes a minor sacrifice in generality: the free list must be a block of contiguous cells.
The algorithm to be presented in this paper is significantly faster than Fisher's, and has the same free-list restriction. While Fisher's algorithm requires three passes over the data, the algorithm of this paper requires slightly more than two full passes, depending on the degree of sharing in the structure to be copied. In addition, a pass here is more efficient than in Fisher's algorithm, especially when there are many pointers to atoms.
The principal difficulty in copying lists is that several pointers can point to the same cell. The algorithm will therefore be introduced in three stages which reflect the complexity of these multiple references. In the following section an algorithm is given •nd the «ppendi». Section 6 concludes the paper.
Copying a binary tree
Following LISP convent called cor and cdr, which may point to ions [8] , assume that a Ust ceU contains two pointers, any list cell or to non-list items called atoms.
Atoms them S e lv es are not cop,ed. Fach ,ist cell occupies one memory .ocation. ,n this
Paper a,, algorithms trace l.ts in the cdr _", fhat " they trace cdr ^ car " both point to lists.
We m assume ,0 this secion the, the "st ..n*« to be copied contains no »-t.pl.-r.tar^ cens, and is thereto, a dinar, "ee w on-. Algorithm I, below, copies the tree structure pointed to by h into the block of free storage beginning at location avail. On termination of the algorithm, v will point to
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the copy, and avail to the next available cell in the copy area. Algorithn 1 is significantly faster than the one given by Lindstrom [6] , which requires three visits to each cell; Lindstrom's algorithm, however, can copy into an arbitrary free-list. 
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'""«C' w ■WP^WfWim applied to such a structuis, the "copy" would be non-isomorphic to the original in that shared cells would be copied as many times as there were paths to them from the head of the list. And if there were cycles in the structure, Algorithm I would loop indefinitely.
The traditional method for dealing with these problems is to plant a "forwarding address" in (say) car of each celi of the original list when it is first visited [1, 4, 7, 9] .
The fcrwarding address points to the copy of the cell in which it is found. If, during tracing of the original structure, a forwarding address should be discovered where an ordinary car was expected, a pointer to that cell could be "forwarded" to the copy, and no spurious copies made. This technique will be used here. Since the new list area is assumed to be a block of contiguous locations, checking for a forwarding address can be accomplished by comparing a pointer with the address boundaries of the region.
Let the predicate new(x) be true if and only if x points to a cell in the new list area.
The forwarding address technique has two immediate consequences. First, an old car displaced by a forwarding address must be saved somehow. This is simple when car is an atom, for then old and new cars are the same; but if car is a list, old
and new cars will not in general have the same value, so the old value must be salted away in the copy cell. The second consequence is that at some point the forwarding addresses must be removed and the old cars restored. This suggests a second pass over the original structure, whose main purpose is the restoration of old cars. 
the AV cell it points to. But during the second pass that forwarding address will be removed before the AV pointer is encountered. Thus there is no choice but to store in one of the four available places the new value of each AV pointer found.
If a pointer points to an atom, old and new values are identical, so only one value needs to be saved between passes. If a pointer is a UV pointer, only its old value needs to be saved, since its new value can be recalculated during the second pass. Only in the case of an AV pointer must two values be preserved. Recalling that one of the available storage locations is reserved for 3 cell's forwarding address, these observations mean that only cells with two AV pointers require more than four places to put things. This problem will be dealt with in Section 4; for the moment dssu-tm that there are no such ceils.
Note that if a cell has two UV pointers, only three items need to be saved. The fourth place (the new cdr) can be used, happily, to store a k-list link, just as was done in Algorithm I. its new car must be saved, as was observed above. Since the oid car must also be preserved, it is moved to cdr of the new cell, where the k-list link is no longer needed.
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Fi-gure 2^: Copying a list with sharing and cycles
This is shown in Figure 2 Algorithm II, below, will copy the list at h into the area beginning at avail, and terminate with v pointing to the copy.
Step A5 cannot deal with cells having two AV pointers; this problem will be remedied in Section 4.
A close examination of Step A5 will reveal that during Pass Two, the question of whethe-an original car or cdr is an AV or a UV pointer can be answerrd without fetching from memory the cell it points to. This permits the eight-way decision made in Step A5 to be repeated in Step C4 by looking only at car and cdr of the original cell and the copy. The importance of this will be seen in Section 4.
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Copying arbitrary lists
We turn now to the problem of cells with two AV pointers. Since such cells require, according to the current two-pass scheme, that five things be stored In four .
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.. -.. .15- Appendix shows that Algorithm III will execute T -(5+2a+d+3b+2k 1 +2k2)n reads and writes of list cells to copy an n-cell structure.
Fisher's algorithm (as it appears, slightly optimized, in the Appendix) will execute r = (10+2a+dK 1 +2c 2 )n
memory operations on list cells to copy an n-cell structure. The parameter c l is the fraction of cells whose cars were UV pointers during the first pass of Fisher's algorithm; C2 is the fraction of cells whose cdrs were AV pointers. Thus, for structures with little sharing, cj is approximately a, and C2 is approximately zero.
We can easily show that T is always less than T Because no cell can be on both the K-list and the b-list in either pass of Algorithm III, b+k^l and b*K 2 Sl. Then
The relationships among the various parameters of T and V can be seen if we make one simplifying assumption. Observe that Algorithm III and Fisher's algorithm do not visit cells in the same order: where Algorithm III processes deferred list cars in LIFO order (via the k-list). Fisher's algorithm uses FIFO order (via a sequential scan of the copy, in the manner of Cheney [1] ). This 'mplies that an AV pointer for one algorithm may turn out to be a UV pointer for the other. The assumption we will make is that the frequency of occurrence of AV pointers in car, in cdr, and in both, will be the same for both algorithms. (Note that the total number of AV pointers must be the same for both algorithms, independent Of the assumption.)
Under this assumption, Figure 4 illustrates the relationships among the parameters when cells are classified according to the table of Step A5 in Algorithm III.
Note that the containment of o;ie area by another (e.g, aiea b is contained by area C2)
does not mean that particular cells in the first category are necessarily in the second; it means only that the numhtr of cells in the first is no greater than the number of cells in the second (e.g., b^).
.18. As discussed in Section b, W9 will compare the two algorithms by counting the number of times each must access memory to read or write a list cell. We assume that car and cdr are contained in a single word of memory. We also assume a certain amount of straightforward optimization with respect to this measure, e.g., if cfcr(x) and cdrU) are both read (written) in a single iteration of an algorithm, we will say that on« memory read (write) has taken place. Operation counts will be functions of n, the number of cells in the structure to be copied; of a, the fraction of cars which point to lists) of d, the fraction of cdrs which point to lists; and of some additional terms associated vith one algorithm or the other.
Analysio of Atgorithm III
Pass One. Each cell of the original structure is read once for every pointer to it.
The first of these reads occurs whpn the trace first encounters that cell (Step A3>} the rest occur in order to obtain the forwarding address stored there (Steps A5 and B3). Summing over all three passes, there are 5n+an+dn+c 1 n+C2n+l reads and 5n+an+C2n writes. Neglecting the single read associated with root, the total is r -(10+2a+d+c 1 +2c2)n memory accesses.
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